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Friends,
Our bodies are more than just cars for our spirits to ride around in
until we die. They have intrinsic worth and value. They are bearers
of wisdom and blessing and the very place where we experience
grace. And they hold our trauma. I have, for a long time now, been
of the mind that when we hear in scripture that God visits the
iniquity of the parents onto the children, even to the third and fourth
generation (Exodus 34:6-7), that this is not exposing God as
vengeful, but rather speaking of the visceral memory of the body.
That the ancients were describing how the abuses (sins) of our
ancestors live on in our very tissues and bone. Today, we live in a
world in which science has developed to the point where we can
prove that DNA structure is altered due to trauma and that these
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structural changes are heritable to our offspring. This study is called
epigenetics. We know that there is a reality called generational
trauma. I ask you to think about that and how an understanding like
this might change our perspectives on our current times and
expand our vision of a pathway to healing. With this in mind, I
submit to you an article that came to my inbox recently, and the
website of a man I became interested in reading more from last
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month, who is by synchronicity mentioned in the aforementioned
article. I hope they spark your interest and allow us all to think
deeply about how we collectively heal.
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THE PRACTICE OF UNFREEZING
BY JOE DAVIS

Conversations about race may be happening more often, but that doesn’t mean it is any easier to
talk about.
Much of this has to do with the body’s physical response to racialized experiences. For the sake of
survival, the body is only concerned with responding to one question, “Am I safe or am I in danger”.
The threat of danger can be real or imagined, but the body will still do everything it can to feel
emotionally and physically safe, which often shows up as fight, flight, or freeze protective reflexes.
According to body-centered therapist Resmaa Menakem, this is what can happen when we talk
about race. Even the mention or thought of race can be perceived as a threat that sends the
nervous system haywire and inhibits the ability to engage authentically.
The good news is that we can develop the ability to deepen our awareness of the body’s stress
responses and strengthen our capacity to stay socially engaged around race—but it takes practice
and is best practiced when in community. Resmaa’s book, “My Grandmother’s Hands: Racialized
Trauma and the Pathway to Mending Our Hearts and Bodies”, offers a number of somatic practices
including breathing and humming exercises that can help regulate the nervous system. The more
we practice the more we can hold space for conversations about race.
Would you expect to be a skilled athlete if you went to join the team, but sat in the bleachers, didn’t
once touch a ball, and just watched while other players were on the field or court sweating as they
ran drills? Would you expect to be a skilled musician if you just read books and blogs while your
guitar or piano collected dust in the corner of your living room?
Would you expect to be skilled at talking about race by simply watching films and lectures or
reading articles and books—without any embodied practice?
Too often we watch, read, and over-intellectualize race as a distant and abstract concept without
remembering that it lives in our bodies. Author Ta- Nehisi Coates writes in “Between the World and
Me”, “But all phrasing—race relations, racial chasm, racial justice, racial profiling, white privilege,
even white supremacy—serves to obscure that racism is a visceral experience, that it dislodges
brains, blocks airways, rips muscles, extracts organs, cracks bones, breaks teeth…You must always
remember that sociology, the history, the economics, the graphs, the charts, the regressions all
land, with great violence, upon the body.”
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THE PRACTICE OF UNFREEZING CONTINUED....
Through the incarnation, Jesus shows us the significance of the body. He could have traveled all
across what is now modern-day Israel, Palestine, Egypt and Lebanon, giving his disciples a
recommended reading list of his favorite scriptures or telling them to watch him heal and liberate
others. But he invited them deeper into a community of embodied practice where they learned to do
as he did. “And he took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it and gave it to them,
saying, ‘This is my body, which is given for you. Do this in remembrance of me’” (Luke 22:19). Of
course, they forgot and messed up and made mistakes. Over and over again. But they were much
better off practiced than they were unpracticed. With each “failed” attempt, they learned something
new and with each transformative lesson they deepened their collective gospel work and brought
heaven closer to earth.
This is why we need communities of practice when talking about race—to help us slow down, pay
attention to our bodies, and be present to its healing wisdom. The more we practice, the more we
create space to move from being frozen in fear to building resilience. The space to not only have a
conversation about race but, ultimately, to actually do something about racism.

https://www.resmaa.com/
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CHILDREN AND FAMILY MINISTRY
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WE WOULD LOVE TO "SEE" YOU!

Join us for a Zoom chat every Tuesday at 10:00 am
The Zoom Check-In link is sent out every Friday in the newsletter.
Phone Number: 587-328-1099
Meeting ID: included with the link

HEALING TOUCH
Unfortunately, the Healing Touch team is unable to offer services in person at this time. The goal in
Healing Touch is to restore harmony and balance in the energy system, placing the client in a
position to self-heal. Healing Touch complements conventional health care and is used to
collaborate with other approaches to health and healing. The good news is these sessions can be
given remotely, meaning we can set up a date and time and send healing to people at home. If you
are interested in setting up a session please email us at healingtouch@andychurch.ca or
lyndawaddington@hotmail.com. We are all so grateful that we supported by our faith community,
that we are not alone!
Sending you all light and love, Lynda, Bonnie, Gail and Lorraine
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OCTOBER IS MENTAL HEALTH MONTH

Join us, as we come together to end the stigma around mental health. Send in your
inspirational or supportive quotes, make a sign and take a photo with it. We will be sharing
these messages for the month of October. Email: office@andychurch.org
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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HOW WE ARE STAYING BUSY...

If you have a picture(s) you would like to share, please email them to Office@Andychurch.org
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MEETING MEMBERS OF
OUR FAITH COMMUNITY
1) Name: Penny J.
2) Number of years you have been a member or
part of at St. Andrew’s United Church?
3 1/4 years
3) What brought you to St. Andrew’s United
Church? I moved to a S.E. Retirement Residence
from the N.W. in May, 2017. I was therefore looking
for a S.E. United Church. Joye Brown became a
resident at the same Retirement facility a few
months later. Joye is a long time member of St.
Andrew's Church. We sat at the same table, and as
we talked, I noticed how active she was in church activities. Joye asked me to join her at Deer
Park United Church to meet some of St. Andrew's members. I was amazed at how welcome
and friendly they were from both St. Andrew's and Deer Park. Joye then invited me to some of
her many Church's activities. Rev. Hillary and Rev. Tom have made me feel so welcome.
4) What is your favourite season and why? Spring. It reminds me of the beauty and
freshness of new life. There is so much gentleness and hope for so many living things.
5) What activities are you involved with at St. Andrew’s United Church?
A Greeter; the Church and Community Committee, and its related activities; the Reading Club;
and the Movie Group. For a short while, I was on the Coffee Committee. I particularly enjoyed
being a Greeter and a Coffee maker, as I met several members of Deer Park, as well as St.
Andrew's.
6) What is one of your favourite memories/times at St. Andrew’s United Church? My
favorite Church events are when music is involved. I was drawn towards the marvels of Marie
Lewin and the Spirit Singers immediately.
7) What is your favourite worship hymn? "Here I am Lord" and "Come Touch our Hearts"
both touch me. Traditionally, "The Lord's Prayer" reminds me of my childhood times at Sunday
School and Church, so this music moves me as well.
8) What is your favourite bible story? The story of Jesus and the Woman at the Well, as well
as, any story which involves Jesus and children. If I am mindful, these types of stories remind
me if I reach out daily with kindness to others- both children and adults- perhaps I can make life
better for others, as well as for myself.
9) What is your favourite holiday and why? Christmas. It has always brought Family and
friends together, brings Christianity a little closer, points us to listening to the needs of others,
and teaches children about the value of giving to others.
10) What is a spiritual/testimony you would like to share? Never give up faith and hope. If
we remember this, our warmth and gentleness to others will be there. Such free gifts we can
offer to others, and to all our communities, throughout our lives.
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MEETING MEMBERS OF
OUR FAITH COMMUNITY
1) Name: Andrew (Andy) S
2) Number of years you have been a member or
part of at St. Andrew’s United Church? 12 roughly,
altogether.
3) What brought you to St. Andrew’s United
Church? After a number of years having been
somewhat estranged from the United Church, I had
reconnected with Rev. Shannon Mang on Facebook
(which was still relatively new at the time) and as I
was in a placeof needing to rediscover my sense of
spirituality and also community within that sphere,
she had invited me to try out coming to Pathways on
Friday nights. It was there that I quickly met a lot of fantastic people, some of whom I consider
very close friends now, and shortly thereafter Shannon, having remembered that I was very much
into film in general, asked me if I would be interested in volunteering to help coordinate St.
Andrew’s Movie Night, and without hesitation I said yes as that sounded right up my alley. It was
with a very new friend I had just made, Ms. Joy Perry who I would be partnered with in renewing
the movie night, and so here we are now 11 years of great film exploration and appreciation later,
and Joy has become one of my most closest personal friends in the process.
4) What is your favourite season and why? This is very easy indeed, and that is Spring!,
because the weather becomes very nice out, but you also know you still have all of summer
still yet to come and so there is the underlying comfort in simply knowing that warm weather is in
store for some time yet (am obviously not a fan of the cold and dreariness of winter, when the
sun is not out especially).
5) What activities are you involved with at St. Andrew’s United Church? Movie night of
course, as mentioned in previous question.
6) What is one of your favourite memories/times at St. Andrew’s United Church? Oh, this
definitely can be a tough call, as there have been so many great movie nights and also Pathways
were great, But I would have to choose Joy Perry’s 50th Birthday party held at St. Andrew’s,
which involved there being so many people who love her, mostly but not entirely, of the St.
Andrew’s community that it required it to be the venue in order to hold so many. It was an
absolutely wonderful show of love and true community!
7) What is your favourite worship hymn? Beethoven’s Ode to Joy (aka Joyful, Joyful?), I’ve
always felt this was one of the greatest pieces of music (of any kind) of all time.
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MEETING MEMBERS OF OUR FAITH COMMUNITY
CONTINUED...
8) What is your favourite bible story? I have an affinity for the particular instance of Jacob
wrestling with the (very mysterious) angel, as I’ve always seen it as a very intriguing and curious
metaphor for how we can all personally have our own ‘wrestles’ figuratively with God Herself,
and/or our sense of spirituality at certain times of our lives.
9) What is your favourite holiday and why? I must admit that for as great Christmas always is,
that if I have to pick just one particular favourite it would be Halloween. This is mainly because
it’s the one time of the year when anyone and everyone can both embrace one’s inner child and
enjoy their imaginations in a completely overt way in being able pretend to be whatever they
wish, and so it allows for such creative fun.
10) What is a spiritual/testimony you would like to share? What primarily comes to mind in
how to answer this is how I can attest to a very profound experience of what one might consider
as being a deeply cosmic serendipity or even providence to the point of no less than uncanny. It
was how when I was 20 years old (now 28 years ago) after some time of heavily being in a very
nihilistic and dark place of no sense of faith which was actually only getting more intense to the
point of even becoming somewhat internally obsessed with death, that it was right then in the
very midst of this place personally and that which seemed like it was even peaking, that I was
involved in a shockingly traumatic car accident, not of which I was at fault for, however where
someone had died. This intensely threw my life onto a new trajectory I had certainly never
expected and was very difficultly distressing at first as I definitely had PTSD, and even
depression, etc., But it then also allowed for leading me to a wholly new life of being able to
discover spirituality again and on a new, higher level than I had even imagined. So, it had not
even occurred to me at first just how downright mystical that seemingly highly coincidental timing
of this to occur just when I was in that state of existential angst at a depth completely unlike any
feeling or state before my entire life. You could say that it was enough to seem as though I was
un/sub-consciously anticipating the happenstance of that very severe event. This had only
eventually started to then come to my deep realization quite after the fact, and to this day
absolutely continues to completely blow my mind as to how completely inexplicable the actual
timing of that happening in such an undeniably serendipitous way, especially when I stop to really
think about it from this perspective. This phenomenon itself was and has continued to be enough
for me to be quite convinced that there is something well beyond explanation, as well as
complete understanding at the human level, in the way our universe actually works, what is
actually happening in the process of our lives, and therefore what it all can mean. And so, I have
thus been a holder of faith in something well beyond me as well as there being actual meaning
ever since then, and have just been on the relatively secondary journey of what that really means
to me more specifically I suppose.
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MITTEN TREE
We have received a number of donations of yarn
and would like to share them with those who would
like to knit mittens, toques or scarves for the 2020
Mitten Tree. If you would like some yarn, please
contact Sheila Swan and she will deliver yarn to
you.
Thank you for your upcoming support of our Mitten
Tree Project.
Sheila Swan

BOOK CLUB
The book club will next meet on Thursday, October 8
via Zoom.
We will be discussing the novel Lost and Found by
Brooke Davis. All are welcome to participate.
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CALGARY QUEER CHURCH (CQC)

AFFIRMING CONNECTIONS
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SHOW YOUR SUPPORT ON SEPTEMBER 30
#EVERYCHILDMATTERS
On Wednesday September 30, people all across
Canada will wear orange shirts to remember and
honour Indigenous children who attended Residential
Schools. Oce again, The United Church of Canada's
Indigenous Ministries and Justice is asking all everyone
to participate in Orange Shirt Day!
Share your photos on Facebook and Twitter (include
the hashtags #OrangeShirtDay, #EveryChildMatters,
and #UCCan), or send them to Reconciliation and
Indigenous Justice Animator Sara Stratton at
SStratton@united-church.ca

INDIGENOUS MINISTRY EVENTS
From Indigenous Lead Tony Snow: In the United Church, we enter into the Season of Creation this
month reflecting on our impacts to Mother Earth and to one another. It is a time of history, a time of
remembering, a time of reflection on our place in Creation. This month we delve into the history of our
relationship here on Turtle Island, acknowledging that as we made Treaty together in the hopes of
securing a better future, Indigenous people have been forced to struggle, been abused and murdered at
an alarming rate throughout our partnership with Canada. Still we remain committed to upholding the
gift of relationship that our ancestors safeguarded within us. Join us as we observe this season with
contemplation, ceremony and dialogue toward a better future. Sponsored by Chinook Winds and the
Urban Indigenous Circle. Please email Tony (tony.snow@hillhurstunited.com) to sign up for the above
sessions.
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CONNECTIONS MINISTRY
To remind all of us of the pastoral care and support
available, we encourage you to read and keep this note
handy. Please remember, you are not alone.
Pastoral care is an ancient practice of emotional and
spiritual support that can be found in all cultures and
traditions. In our modern times, pastoral care happens
when an individual (or group) supports others in their pain,
loss and anxiety, and also in times of triumph, joy and
celebration.
St. Andrew’s United Church is a Community that Cares!
We are a community that celebrates with you in times of
joy, and cares for you in times of need. We are here for
you.
Through our Connections Ministry, everyone is welcome to connect to and reconnect with our ministry of
caring. For example, you may wish to reach out to us at times of: Personal or family crisis; distress,
loneliness, difficulty coping with life events such as job loss, illness, bereavement; if you are uncertain
and require information or clarification about an issue concerning St. Andrew’s United Church;
Celebration – we want to be with you to celebrate good news, seasons of light and delight, and God’s
blessings for your life
Pastoral Care is offered in several ways at St. Andrew’s United Church:
Pastoral Care is provided by our Staff Team in various forms to individuals and families within our
community of faith. This is done via phone calls, visiting in home or hospital, emails, text messages, or
on a more casual basis throughout the week. Staff are also available for emergency pastoral care
should a need arise.
Our Prayer Shawl Ministry provides prayer shawls on behalf of our church community to celebrate and
support people in their life journeys. These prayer shawls are knit with love from members of our
community of faith, and available to all. If you know someone who could use a prayer shawl, please
let us know, we are happy to deliver one, or give it to you to share with another.
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CONNECTIONS MINISTRY CONTINUED...
Through our thoughtful Card Ministry, caring cards are sent on behalf of our church community to
celebrate and support people in their life journeys. Cards are sent to offer sympathy, well wishes,
get well soon greetings, prayers and other celebrations. If you know someone who could use a
card, please let our ministerial staff know.
The fourth Thursday of each month (with the exception of July and August) we gather for
Connections Lunch. This lunch is hosted by volunteers of St. Andrew’s Community of Faith and is
a free-will offering. All are invited and welcome, come as you are, with your family, or bring a
friend. Share a meal with us and enjoy the community. * THIS IS CURRENTLY ON HOLD DUE
TO COVID
We believe in the power of prayer and through our Prayer Ministry, a group of individuals offer
prayers of hope, health, healing, support and encouragement. Prayer requests can be added to
the Prayers of the People which is shared during worship, and/or on the Private Prayer List, which
is confidential and discretion will be exercised in an effort to respect the privacy of people for
whom prayers are being offered. If you know someone who would benefit from being added to the
list, or if you wish to be a ‘prayer’, and receive the Private Prayer List, please contact Amy
Haynes.
Pastoral Care naturally takes place through Members Connections with one another. This is when
members simply reach out to individuals in our community of faith by providing a friendly
connection. This is done through individual phone calls, naturally through coffee hour and
touching base with one another.
If you or someone you know from our Community of Faith requires support through any of our
Connections Ministry: Congregational and Pastoral Care, please contact Amy Haynes or Lisa Penzo.
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ST. ANDREW'S OFFICE HOURS
Amy Haynes
Thursday (In the office)
9 am - 12 pm
Works remotely all other days
Amy can be reached by email at amy@andychurch.org
Office
Monday - Thursday
9 am - 12 pm, 1 pm - 4 pm
Friday
9 am -12 pm, 1 pm - 4 pm
No one is in the office, everyone works remotely

Upcoming Holidays, Office Closed
Monday, October 12, 2020 - Thanksgiving
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OCTOBER ACTIVITIES
Weekly
Sunday
Sunday Worship Service delivered to your inboxes at 10:00 am
Tuesday
Tuesday Check-In via Zoom, 10 am (watch for the link to be sent out in the Friday newsletter)
Wednesday
Wednesday Reflection with Rev. Tom Melvin
Thursday
Thursday Reflection with Amy Haynes
Friday
Weekly newsletter sent out

Up Coming Activities
Wednesday, September 30 - Orange Shirt Day
Sunday, October 4 - CQC Service, 7 pm, via Zoom
Thursday, October 8 - Book Club, 10:30 am via Zoom
Sunday, October 11 - LIVE Communion Service via YouTube
Monday, October 12 - Thanksgiving, Office Closed
Wednesday, October 14 - Amalgamation Steering Committee Meeting, 7 pm via Zoom
Sunday, October 18 - CQC Service, 7 pm, via Zoom
Tuesday, October 20 - St. Andrew's Council Meeting, 7 pm

St. Andrew's Centre
1, 10601 Southport Rd SW
Calgary AB T2W 3M5
Phone: 403.259.4080
office@andychurch.org

www.andychurch.org
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